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Scientific context

• The high-frequency (> 20 GHz), bright flux density (> 
200 mJy) extragalactic radio sources (ERSs) 
population is dominated by blazars.

• Multi-frequency (and multi-epoch) polarimetry is 
invaluable to study magnetic fields and plasma in the 
inner and unresolved regions of their relativistic jets



Scientific context

• ERSs constitute an important foreground for CMB, such studies are also crucial for 
Cosmology, e.g. in the search for primordial B-modes associated to inflation in the Early 
Universe



Observations
ATCA observations (project id: C2922, PI: M. Massardi)

ALMA Cycle 3 observations
(project id: 2015.1.01522.S , PI: V. Galluzzi)



Data products
- Level 0:

a. raw visibilities (ATCA observations available through the Australia Telescope Online Archive, ATOA, in the 
MIRIAD RPFITS format; ALMA observations available through the ALMA Science Archive, ASA, in the ASDM 
format);

- Level 2:
b. calibrated visibilities (available on request for ATCA observations in the MIRIAD UVFITS format, while for 

ALMA observations they can be generated from raw observations through the “script for PI” in the MS format);



Data products
- Level 3:

c. Stokes’ I, Q and U maps for each source in the sample (FITS files available on request; for ALMA 
observations, thumbnails are published as supplementary material of a dedicated paper, while IQU CASA 
image cubes can be downloaded from ASA);



Data products
- Level 4:

d. various catalogues reporting full-Stokes’ flux densities and parameters resulting from SED fitting (published as 
supplementary material of papers or available through VizieR);

e. various plots and tables reporting statistical estimators (e.g. mean and quartiles) of spectral indexes, 
polarization fractions and rotation measures (the code used for generating them has been mainly written in 
IDL and is available on request);

f. normalized source counts in total intensity and polarization at 20 and 95 GHz (tables are in the papers; the 
code is publicly available in a gitlab repository);

g. contamination forecasts due to extragalactic radio sources on CMB angular power spectra at 20 and 100 GHz 
(plots are reported in dedicated papers; the code is publicly available in the same gitlab repository).

https://gitlab.com/giuse.puglisi/PS4C
https://gitlab.com/giuse.puglisi/PS4C


Ancillary products
h. ATCA observation schedules (available on request or directly accessible to all registered ATCA observers).
i. calibration scripts (exemplar MIRIAD scripts for ATCA data are also published in the PhD thesis) and imaging scripts;
j. diagnostics plots produced during the execution of scripts (image files in png or jpeg);
k. observations and processing log files (human-readable .txt files).



Provenance information: motivations
• The main reason is represented by the fact that radio polarimetry involves more calibration steps 

and presents more  potential sources of systematics with respect to standard observations in total 
intensity. Thus, additional diagnostics is usually addressed to provide indicators about data quality 
(e.g. statistics of leakage terms solutions and Stokes’ parameters flux densities)

• The variety of data products ranging from observations to more advanced ones (e.g., catalogues 
and source counts) particularly require traceability information.
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Provenance information: goals
1. ensure quality and reliability
2. keep the traceability of the data products
3. provide more information to the final user
4. reproduce or reprocess the data
5. debug a pipeline
6. find contact information
7. acknowledge people



Provenance information: sources
1. ensure quality and reliability ‒
2. keep the traceability of the data products ✔
3. provide more information to the final user ✔
4. reproduce or reprocess the data ‒
5. debug a pipeline ✘

6. find contact information ✔
7. acknowledge people ✔

Published papers
- human readable only;
- high level provenance information;
- the most complete source of 

provenance information.



Provenance information: sources
1. ensure quality and reliability ‒
2. keep the traceability of the data products ‒
3. provide more information to the final user ✔
4. reproduce or reprocess the data ‒
5. debug a pipeline ✘

6. find contact information ✘

7. acknowledge people ✘

Data products
- human and machine readable info;
- traceability information may be really 

fine-grained;
- info typically limited to the considered 

data product.

HISTORY MFCAL: MfCal: $Revision: 1.20 $, $Date: 2017/05/08 02:31:10 $           

HISTORY MFCAL: Executed on: 2019-12-13T16:50:41.0                               

HISTORY MFCAL: Command line inputs follow:                                      

HISTORY MFCAL:   vis=0537-441.5500                                              

HISTORY MFCAL:   flux=3.5155,4.0,0.0796                                         

HISTORY MFCAL:   refant=2                                                       

HISTORY MFCAL:   interval=0.1                                                   

HISTORY GPCOPY: Miriad gpcopy: Revision 1.13, 2015/10/29 01:31:39 UTC           

HISTORY GPCOPY: Executed on: 2019-12-13T16:50:47.0                              

HISTORY GPCOPY: Command line inputs follow:                                     

HISTORY GPCOPY:   vis=j0529-7245.5500                                           

HISTORY GPCOPY:   out=0537-441.5500                                             

HISTORY GPCAL: gpcal: Revision 1.22, 2016/05/01 22:31:05 UTC                    

HISTORY GPCAL: Executed on: 2019-12-13T16:50:47.0                               

HISTORY GPCAL: Command line inputs follow:                                      

HISTORY GPCAL:   vis=0537-441.5500                                              

HISTORY GPCAL:   refant=2                                                       

HISTORY GPCAL:   interval=0.1                                                   

HISTORY GPCAL:   nfbin=2                                                        

HISTORY GPCAL:   options=xyvary,nopol                                           

HISTORY GPCAL: I flux density:   3.6266                                        

HISTORY GPCAL: I flux density:   3.6031 

HISTORY GPCAL: I flux density:   3.6521 

E.g., in the case of visibilities 
processed with MIRIAD, 
HISTORY keywords capture all 
the runned tasks

some output from
GPCAL:



Provenance information: sources
1. ensure quality and reliability ✔
2. keep the traceability of the data products ✔
3. provide more information to the final user ✔
4. reproduce or reprocess the data ✔
5. debug a pipeline ✔
6. find contact information ✘

7. acknowledge people ✘

Ancillary products
- human readable info;
- traceability and quality metrics 

information may be really accurate;
- info typically limited to the data they 

are associated to.

Example of a calibration 
schema in MIRIAD adopted by 
the project



Conclusions
• Given the scientific scope of this (and of similar) project(s), the criticalities in data 

calibration and the variety of data products typically involved, the data discovery of such 
datasets could be significantly bolstered by showing to archive miners a clear tree 
diagram showing the products and a bunch of quality metrics metadata.

• As calibration, imaging and flux density extraction recipes are far from being definitive, 
a significant fraction of archive miners would be able to re-process data, hence the 
exploitation of the Provenance DM at an higher granularity level may be considered.


